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What is the freezing point of a 41% solution of urea in water?

Some sample colligative properties and concentration problems ..

We need to convert the mass percentage information to molality.  Let's assume a basis.

mass percent

Let's assume 100 grams solution (the bottom of the mass percent unit)

Convert mass urea (41g) to moles...

Subtract to find mass water...
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Calculate Cm...

Find delta Tf...

Now find freezing temperature of solution...
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0.2436 g of an unknown substance is dissolved in 20.0 mL of cyclohexane,                    
If the freezing point depression of this solution is 2.5 C, what is the molecular weight 
of the unknown?  The density of cyclohexane at the temperature the cyclohexane 
volume was measured is 0.779 g/mL.

Our initial goal is to find the 
MOLES unknown, as we 
need it to find molecular
weight!

Find Cm ...

to get moles out of molality, we need to find out the 
actual mass in kg of 20.0 mL of cylcohexane

find mass cyclohexane from volume and density...

now find the moles unknown from Cm and the mass cyclohexane
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find molecular weight...

Rounding...
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Commercial sulfuric acid is 18.0 M.  If the density of the acid is 1.802 g/mL, what is the molality?

molarity (definition) molality (definition)

SInce we aren't given an amount of solution, we'll assume a basis to start solving the problem.
Assume 1 L solution (bottom of the starting molarity unit).  This means we know the solution
contains 18.00 mol sulfuric acid.

We need to find kg solvent.  To get there, let's start with the 1L solution ... find the mass of
solution.

Since the solution contains BOTH sulfuric acid and solvent, we can just subtract out the mass
of sulfuric acid.  But first, we need to find the mass of sulfuric acid...
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Calculate molality...

molality (definition)


